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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

 

 

Brussels, 13/12/2013 

 

 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

 

by way of this paper, EUSIPA, the European umbrella association for issuers of 

structured investment products with national industry associations from Austria, 

France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, Switzerland and The Netherlands as members, takes 

pleasure in making you aware of our position on the EU Commission’s recent 

proposal for a regulation on indices used as benchmarks in financial instruments 

(COM/2013/0641). 

 

Structured Investment Products, also called certificates in some markets, are 

securitised debt notes for which the issuer, usually a bank, takes the debtor position. 

The product landscape in the EU’s main markets provides for a volume of around 

240b Euro (including Switzerland of around 370b Euro) in 2013.  

 

Members of EUSIPA have a close interest in the proper functioning of indices 

because products whose pay-off algorithm is based on an index (index-linked 

products) constitute a considerable part of the structured products universe. 

 

Our comments consider the proposals made by Sharon Bowles as rapporteur of the 

ECON on this file. Based on her proposal, which we generally share, we suggest 

specific amendments that can be found as of page 7 of this document. 

Please let us know if you would like to discuss our comments in more detail. 

 

Note finally, that this paper will be published also on the EUSIPA website on Monday 

16 December 2013. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

  

 

 

Thomas Wulf    Dr. Nikolaus Dominik Neundörfer 
Secretary General, EUSIPA   Head of Legal Committee, EUSIPA  
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Introduction 

This position paper outlines certain key considerations of EUSIPA, the European Structured Investment 

Products Association and its members regarding the European Commission's Proposal for a Regulation 

on indices used as benchmarks in financial instruments and financial contracts, as published on 18 

September 2013. EUSIPA and our members have closely analysed and assessed the Proposal. On this 

basis, we summarise a number of considerations which, in our opinion, would facilitate the Proposal's 

core intentions, which inter alia includes compliance with the IOSCO standards and the related 

principles pursued by ESMA and EBA. 

 

1. General Assessment 

EUSIPA welcomes the initiative of the European Commission to initiate, by way of the Proposal, a new 

regulatory framework for the establishment, use and publication of important financial benchmarks. We 

believe this is an instrumental building block for a further enhanced market credibility and transparency 

of benchmarks. Moreover, the proposed Regulation should contribute to enhanced stability in financial 

markets and facilitate a level playing field for all market participants. 

However, in order to support the aforementioned objectives, the Proposal needs to address the right 

aspects and further refine its distinction between already regulated and yet unregulated constellations. 

With a view to facilitating this, we would like to draw your attention to the following aspects.  

EUSIPA generally shares the Commission's view that the Proposal is necessary to address the current 

absence of particular regulation of certain key parameters for the overall EU and related Member 

States' economies. The circumstances that have become apparent on the preparation and collection of 

data used for benchmark interest rates such as EURIBOR and LIBOR (the aforesaid and similar widely 

publicised and used market (interest) rates for which there is effectively no substitute, "Key Economic 

Benchmarks") have shown that a clear transparent regulation of such market indicators is necessary and 

that such regulation, to date, has not been sufficiently developed. We see the regulation of Key 

Economic Benchmarks as the core intention of the Proposal, and we think the Proposal will be a very 

important milestone in the continued pursuit of an overall efficient prudential regulation. 

However, in order to efficiently and adequately facilitate above goal, the Proposal should not 

unintentionally impede the determination and provision of numerous indices and similar benchmarks, 

that do not share the characteristics and do not raise the same regulatory questions as Key Economic 

Benchmarks (including the indices and benchmarks defined below as "Individual Benchmarks"). 

This however would be the result if the regulation (i) would also apply to other benchmarks not 

constituting Key Economic Benchmarks and, if so, (ii) would not sufficiently differentiate between the 

characteristics and regulatory profile of Key Economic Benchmarks on the one hand and other 
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benchmarks, including notably Individual Benchmarks, on the other hand. In such case, the provision of 

other indices and benchmarks may have to be ceased.  

In this context, please note the following: 

Individual Benchmarks, in particular, are "smaller" indices which are used on an individual basis (in 

stark contrast to Key Economic Benchmarks). According to the Proposal, such Individual Benchmarks 

would become a "benchmark" (i) if published and (ii) where financial instruments are linked to them. 

In contrast to Economic Key Benchmarks, however, Individual Benchmarks 

− regularly do not intend to reflect a whole market, 

− are not relevant for anyone else, other than the individual parties of the relevant financial 

transactions,  

− have been deliberately and actively chosen for their (individual) purpose by the (limited and 

known) parties involved (the "Individual Benchmark Users"), and finally,  

− are already regulated in all relevant aspects (please see further details under 2. below).  

If such Individual Benchmarks are "published", such publication is not intended to be relevant for 

anyone else than the Individual Benchmark Users, and may only by chance use technical means that the 

Proposal regards as "publication". To impose the requirements regarding, inter alia, the contributors’ 

and administrators’ processes as currently set out in the Proposal, would in our view be neither 

appropriate nor necessary. In contrast, it would seriously hamper customers' interests, which would 

undermine the very interest of the Proposal. 
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2. Detailed comments 

a) Exclusion of "Individual Benchmarks" from the scope of the Proposal 

For the reasons outlined above under point 1), we believe that at least Individual Benchmarks should 

not be included in the scope of the Proposal. 

For the purpose of describing the key differences between Key Economic Benchmarks and Individual 

Benchmarks, we would like to introduce a typical example for an Individual Benchmark. 

In that example, a bank issues a structured note for which the pay-out is linked to an index reflecting the 

performance of a number of shares. The relevant shares are, initially and in predefined time intervals, 

selected based on objective criteria reflecting a certain underlying investment strategy. In this example, 

the relevant parties are (i) the "Issuer" of the structured note, (iii) the "Investors" purchasing the 

structured notes and (iii) the "Index Sponsor" calculating an index that is used to measure the 

performance of said basket of futures. The notes are being acquired by the investors on the basis of 

investment advice given by the "Investment Adviser".  

In contrast to Key Economic Benchmarks, Individual Benchmarks (such as in before example): 

- are not intended to reflect a market. They instead serve to reflect the performance of an 

individual investment idea; hence, the relevant investment idea must determine the calculation 

method for the relevant benchmark. It is not necessary to regulate the use of price sources for 

the index constituents the same way as for Key Economic Benchmarks; such regulation would, 

on the contrary, impair the underlying investment strategy, and thus the legitimate interests of 

index users. Certain investment strategies are specifically built upon a particular trading strategy 

that does not use stock exchange prices but instead over the counter prices between 

institutional market parties. Outside the area of Key Index Benchmarks, index users must be 

free to formulate their own requirements, to ensure that the benchmark can properly fulfil its 

purpose; 

- are not relevant for a wider public, do not have any macro-economic impact. Instead, they are 

only relevant for the Individual Benchmark Users of the particular finance transaction; 

- are not imposed on any party but agreed and sometimes specifically requested by the Individual 

Benchmark Users; 

- are already regulated in a comprehensive manner. We note that the main argument for the 

Proposal is the currently underdeveloped regulation of Key Economic Benchmarks. However, in 

stark contrast to the situation for these, the use of Individual Benchmarks is already regulated in 

all relevant respects: As regulated entities, banks as issuers of structured securities are 

accountable for proper conduct in connection with the conception and issuance of the notes, 

including the reference to the index. Also, distributors and investment advisers are accountable 

(under civil laws as well as regulation) for their distribution of or investment advice relating to 
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the notes, which includes by definition the use of the index as the key feature of the financial 

instrument.  

Maintaining the inclusion of Individual Benchmarks in the Proposal would accordingly not be 

proportionate. Instead, it would seriously impair the interests of one key interested party that the 

Proposal aims to protect: those of investors into financial instruments linked to an Individual 

Benchmark.  

 

b) Alternatively: recognition of differences between "Individual Benchmarks" and "Key Economic 

Benchmarks" to be inserted into the Proposal 

Should, in contrast to our considerations under a. above, Individual Benchmarks remain within the 

scope of the Proposal,  the Proposal should be amended to recognise the stark differences between Key 

Economic Benchmarks and Individual Benchmarks. 

- As set out above, users of Individual Benchmarks must be free to formulate their own 

requirements, to ensure that the Individual Benchmark can properly fulfil its purpose. 

Accordingly, the Regulation should be amended and should, for Individual Benchmarks, no 

longer stipulate requirements as to e.g. the price sources for the index constituents; 

- As Individual Benchmarks are not relevant for a wider public, and they do not have any macro-

economic impact, the Regulation should allow for publication methods that (i) facilitate a 

transparent information on the index and its performance to its users, and (ii) fall outside the 

scope of "[being] published" within the meaning of the Proposal; 

- As Individual Benchmarks are not imposed on any party but agreed and sometimes specifically 

requested by the Individual Benchmark Users, the Regulation should acknowledge this and 

provide for a significantly less onerous formal framework for the administration of Individual 

Benchmarks; 

- As Individual Benchmarks are already regulated in a comprehensive manner, the Regulation 

should acknowledge this key distinction between them and Key Economic Benchmarks by way 

of dis-applying most of the - insofar redundant - comprehensive new regulatory framework 

foreseen in the Proposal with regard to Individual Benchmarks. In particular, rules relating to 

the distribution of financial instruments referencing Individual Benchmarks should not be 

applied, in order to avoid duplicative or even contradictive requirements. 
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3. Suggested amendments 

We generally support the position taken on the Proposal by MEP Sharon Bowles, in her function as 

Rapporteur and Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) Chair.  

In particular, we strongly support the Rapporteur's view, that only such indices shall be regulated as 

"benchmarks", that are of particular importance to a whole market, whereas individual indices, that are 

only of relevance for a limited circle of users, shall not be included in the scope of the Proposal. 

Accordingly, for the purposes of our suggestions, we directly refer to the Proposal as commented on by 

the Rapporteur, Sharon Bowles, in her "final draft report 19
th

 November" (dated 15 November). We in 

particular suggest further amendments with respect to the following aspects: 

− the further clarification of the scope of the Proposal, in particular regarding the exclusion of 

individual indices from such scope; 

− the further facilitation of the proportionality and adequacy of the Proposal with respect to both, 

(i) the overall importance and relevance of the relevant benchmark, and (ii) the specific purpose 

and construction of the relevant benchmark; and 

− for the new key concept of a 'code of conduct' for benchmarks to fulfil its purpose and ensure 

legal certainty, (i) the legal concept of the 'code of conduct' must be compatible with mandatory 

laws and the constitution of the EU Member States, and (ii) the parties to a particular 'code of 

conduct' must be able to apply it and comply with it, without breaching applicable national laws 

and without being subject to unjustified and disproportionate liability under such national laws. 

For above reasons, we suggest the following amendments to the Proposal (outlined hereunder in 

context to the changes proposed already by the rapporteur:  

Amendment 19 

Proposal for a regulation 

Article 2 – paragraph 1 

 

Text proposed by the Rapporteur Suggested Amendment 

  

This Regulation shall apply to the 

provision of benchmarks within the 

Union, the contribution of input data to 

certain critical benchmarks and the use 

of some benchmarks within the Union. It 

shall encompass the IOSCO principles 

This Regulation shall apply to the 

provision and the use of, and the 

contribution of input data to, certain 

critical benchmarks and some other 

specified types of benchmarks within 

the Union, the contribution of input 
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and shall be applied proportionately to 

the size and risks posed by particular 

benchmarks, their administrators and 

the benchmark-setting process including 

the number and types of contributors. 

data to certain critical benchmarks and 

the use of some benchmarks within the 

Union. It shall encompass the IOSCO 

principles and shall be applied 

proportionately to the size and risks 

posed by particular benchmarks, their 

administrators and the benchmark-

setting process including the number and 

types of contributors. 

 

Amendment 34 

Proposal for a regulation 

Article 3 – paragraph 1 – point 21 

 

Text proposed by the Rapporteur Suggested Amendment 

  

(21) 'critical benchmark' means a 

benchmark: 

(a) the majority of contributors to which 

are supervised entities; 

(b) that does not include benchmarks 

compiled from regulated data as defined 

in point (11); and 

(c) that reference financial instruments 

admitted to trading or traded on at least 

one Union trading venue, or other 

financial assets as defined in 

international accounting standard IAS 32, 

having a notional cumulative amount of 

(21) 'critical benchmark' means a 

benchmark: 

(a) the majority of contributors to which 

are supervised entities; 

(b) that does not include benchmarks 

compiled from regulated data as defined 

in point (11); and 

(c) that is referenced by financial 

instruments admitted to trading or 

traded on at least one Union trading 

venue, or other financial assets as 

defined in international accounting 

standard IAS 32, having a notional 
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at least 500 billion euro on such Union 

trading venues; and 

(d) for which there is no reasonable 

substitute so that cessation of the 

benchmark would have a significant 

adverse impact on financial stability, the 

orderly functioning of the markets, 

consumers or the real economy. 

cumulative amount of at least 500 billion 

euro on such Union trading venues; and 

(d) for which there is no reasonable 

substitute so that cessation of the 

benchmark would have a significant 

adverse impact on financial stability, the 

orderly functioning of the markets, 

consumers or the real economy. 

 

Amendment 35 

Proposal for a regulation 

Article 3 – paragraph 1 – point 21 a (new) 

 

Text proposed by the Rapporteur Suggested Amendment 

  

(21a) 'major benchmark' means a 

benchmark that references financial 

instruments admitted to trading or 

traded on a Union trading venue, or 

other financial assets as defined in 

international accounting standard IAS 32, 

excluding physical and physically 

delivered commodities, having a notional 

cumulative amount of at least EUR 100 

billion euro subject to Article 3(2a); 

(21a) 'major benchmark' means a 

benchmark that is referencesd by 

financial instruments admitted to trading 

or traded on a Union trading venue, or 

other financial assets as defined in 

international accounting standard IAS 32, 

excluding physical and physically 

delivered commodities, having a notional 

cumulative amount of at least EUR 100 

billion euro subject to Article 3(2a); 
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Amendment 40 

Proposal for a regulation 

Article 5 – paragraph -1 (new) 

 

Text proposed by the Rapporteur Suggested Amendment 

  

-1. Administrators of the following 

qualifying benchmark categories shall be 

subject to the requirements of this 

Regulation: 

(a) critical benchmarks; 

(b) broadly used commodity 

benchmarks, as determined and adjusted 

by ESMA; 

(c) major benchmarks; 

(d) benchmarks that reference the price 

of a financial instrument in substantial 

use in retail markets, as determined and 

adjusted by ESMA; 

(e) IBOR, Overnight Index Swap, 

Overnight Index Rates or other 

benchmark that the competent authority 

deems to be a substitute for, or 

comparable to, those benchmarks; 

(f) benchmarks with relatively few 

submitters which the competent 

authority considers to be vulnerable to 

manipulation; 

-1. Administrators of the following 

qualifying benchmark categories shall be 

subject to the requirements of this 

Regulation: 

(a) critical benchmarks; 

(b) broadly used commodity 

benchmarks, as determined and adjusted 

by ESMA; 

(c) major benchmarks; 

(d) benchmarks that are referenced to 

determine the price of a financial 

instrument amount payable under 

financial contracts in substantial use in 

retail markets, where such financial 

contracts have a notional cumulative 

amount of at least EUR 100 billion euro, 

as determined and adjusted by ESMA; 

(e) IBOR, Overnight Index Swap, 

Overnight Index Rates or other 

benchmark that the competent authority 

deems to be a substitute for, or 

comparable to, those benchmarks; 

(f) benchmarks with relatively few 
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(g) benchmarks that the competent 

authority has investigated and concluded 

by way of a reasoned decision requires 

supervision due to its vulnerability; 

(h)substantial numbers of benchmarks 

which the competent authority or ESMA 

considers collectively have significant 

single market impact; 

(i) benchmarks used as the standard 

measure of the performance of the 

relevant assets or class or group of assets 

which is not produced by an arm's length 

third-party administrator where the 

competent authority deems it to have 

high levels of conflicts of interest. 

ESMA shall provide guidelines for 

competent authorities concerning the 

application of the criteria in points (b) 

and (d) to (i) and shall provide regulatory 

technical standards for circumstances 

when requirements in (b) to (e) can be 

waived for reasons of proportionality or 

duplication of supervisory requirements 

or existing governance controls. Those 

guidelines shall include lists of exempted 

types of institutions which shall include 

identification of the corresponding 

governance controls. 

submitters which the competent 

authority considers to be vulnerable to 

manipulation; 

(gf) benchmarks that the competent 

authority has investigated and concluded 

by way of a reasoned decision requires 

supervision due to its their vulnerability 

and significant market impact; 

(hg)substantial numbers of benchmarks 

which the competent authority or ESMA 

considers collectively have significant 

single market impact; 

(ih) benchmarks used as the standard 

measure of the performance of the 

relevant assets or class or group of assets 

which is not produced by an arm's length 

third-party administrator where the 

competent authority deems it to have 

high levels of conflicts of interest. 

ESMA shall provide guidelines for 

competent authorities concerning the 

application of the criteria in points (b) 

and (d) to (ih) and shall provide 

regulatory technical standards for 

circumstances when requirements in (b) 

to (e) can be waived for reasons of 

proportionality or duplication of 

supervisory requirements or existing 

governance controls. Those guidelines 

shall include lists of exempted types of 
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institutions which shall include 

identification of the corresponding 

governance controls. For the avoidance 

of doubt, none of the above categories 

shall include benchmarks that are only 

intended to be maintained for a limited 

number of users of the relevant 

benchmark, but do not have a 

significant market impact. 

 

 

 

* * * 


